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Enceladus MysteriesEnceladus Mysteries

It is the shiniest object in the Solar SystemIt is the shiniest object in the Solar System
Broad plains have no craters: they are Broad plains have no craters: they are 
very youngvery young
It is at the center of SaturnIt is at the center of Saturn’’s Es E--ringring
Cassini UVIS discovered a cloud of Cassini UVIS discovered a cloud of 
oxygen atoms around Saturn, it peaks oxygen atoms around Saturn, it peaks 
near Enceladus orbitnear Enceladus orbit



First CluesFirst Clues

On 17 February 2005, Cassini’s Magnetometer 
detected a bending of the magnetic field around 
Enceladus





Cassini was reCassini was re--directeddirected

To fly within 179 km of Enceladus on 14 To fly within 179 km of Enceladus on 14 
July 2005July 2005



ISS Color ISS Color 
MosaicMosaic
Rev 11Rev 11
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UVIS Stellar 

Occultation



Gamma Gamma OrionisOrionis IngressIngress



Gamma Gamma OrionisOrionis EgressEgress





High Speed Photometer (HSP) vs. TimeHigh Speed Photometer (HSP) vs. Time

• Clear indication of attenuation of signal during occultation ingress; egress is signature of HSP warmup

• Start to sense atmosphere ~24 sec prior to hard limb occultation

• Ray height at –24 sec is ~ 155 km



Composition of the Atmosphere is Water Composition of the Atmosphere is Water 
VaporVapor



Composition of the AtmosphereComposition of the Atmosphere

The non-detection of CO is important because the Cassini Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer detected a 
species with mass 28.  That constituent could be CO or N2, but the UVIS data place an upper limit on 
CO of 3 x 1014 cm-2.















Rock

H2O – NH3
“Slurry”

T = 170 K

H2O Ice T = 70 K

Warmed H2O Ice, T ~ 130 K

Evaporating H2O Molecules, T ~ 130 K

Tidal HeatingTidal Heating

Radiogenic
Heating



Young, warmwarm south pole
(ISS), CIRSCIRS

Tenuous, polar atmosphereTenuous, polar atmosphere
(UVIS, MAG, INMS)

NonNon--uniformly distributeduniformly distributed E ringE ring particlesparticles

Summary

(CDA)(CDA)



UVIS ResultsUVIS Results

The occultation of Gamma The occultation of Gamma OrionisOrionis July 11 observed by UVIS during the EN011 July 11 observed by UVIS during the EN011 
flyby has led to the following results:flyby has led to the following results:

Determination of the composition of EnceladusDetermination of the composition of Enceladus’’ atmosphere atmosphere 
–– Water vapor fits the absorption spectrum bestWater vapor fits the absorption spectrum best

Near surface abundance = 1.5 x 10Near surface abundance = 1.5 x 101616 cmcm--22

–– Upper limit for CO abundance ~ 2% of water column densityUpper limit for CO abundance ~ 2% of water column density

Localization of EnceladusLocalization of Enceladus’’ atmosphereatmosphere
–– EnceladusEnceladus’’ atmosphere is not global, it has only been detected near the soatmosphere is not global, it has only been detected near the south poleuth pole

The atmosphere was not detected on the ingress or egress of the The atmosphere was not detected on the ingress or egress of the Lambda Lambda ScoSco occultation in occultation in 
February 2005February 2005
The atmosphere was detected on the ingress but not the egress ofThe atmosphere was detected on the ingress but not the egress of the gamma the gamma OrionisOrionis
occultationoccultation

The water vapor escaping from Enceladus is adequate to supply thThe water vapor escaping from Enceladus is adequate to supply the atomic e atomic 
oxygen in the Saturn system detected by UVIS, and to reoxygen in the Saturn system detected by UVIS, and to re--supply Saturnsupply Saturn’’s E rings E ring
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